
SESIMBRA SUMMER CUP | Regulation

1 - Rules

- Sesimbra Summer Cup will be played in accordance with FIFA rules, except as provided in this 
Regulation.

 - Participating teams can be federated teams, school teams, schools or informal groups.

 - Teams will be divided into groups of three, four or five teams where all teams play in league 
system in one round. The classification of teams will be determined according to the obtained 
points. Three points are awarded for a win, one point to draw and zero points for a defeat.

 - If two or more teams finish with the same number of points, the classification will be decided as 
follows:

1. Goal difference.

2. Greater number of goals scored.

3. Results between teams with the same number of points.

4. Team with younger players.

1.5 - All playoff games will be decided by the cup system, by direct elimination.

1.6 - A draw in Playoff games will be decided by dialing kicks from the penalty mark in accordance 
with FIFA rules.

2 - Classes

Male

U- 9 - Born in 2006 (football 5)

U-10 - born in 2005 (football 7)

U-11 - born in 2004 (football 7)

U-12 - born in 2003 (football 7)

U-13 - born in 2002 (football 7)

U-14/15 - born in 2000 and 2001 (football 11)

Female

U-19 - Born until 1996 (authorization participation of athletes from the age 8)

3 - Players

3.1 - In the football competitions of 11, no team may use more than 24 players in a game.



3.2 - In the football competitions of 7 and 5, no team may use more than 18 players in a game.

3.3 - In substitutions during the game, players must follow these rules:

3.3.1 - A player who is replaced can reenter the game.

3.3.2 - The substitutions can be made without the game having to be stopped.

3.3.3 - All replacements are performed in the technical area of the team. If there is no defined 
technical area, the replacement will take place at the halfway line.

3.3.4 - The player can only enter the field when his colleague is out of the game cool area.

3.3.5 - All replacements carried out incorrectly will be penalized with a yellow card.

3.3.6 - To replace the game keeper must be stopped and the referee informed.

4 - Playing Time

4.1 - Male U-15 Women U-19 - Group stage and Playoff - 2 x 30 min (Football 11)

4.2 - Men U-13 / U-12 - Group stage and Playoff - 2 x 25 min (Football 7)

4.3 - Men U-10 / U-11 - Group stage and Playoff - 2 x 20 min (Football 7)

4.4 - Male U-9 - Group stage and Playoff - 2 x 15 min (Football 5)

4.5 - 5 min BREAK - In all games in all categories.

4.5 - In case of a tie in Playoff's games will be decided by dialing kicks from the penalty mark in 
accordance with FIFA rules

5 - Game Details

5.1 - Game Sheet:

5.1.1 - In all games is mandatory to fill the gambling chips.

5.1.2 - In the game sheet must include all the players chosen for that specific game, a maximum of 
24 players in football competitions 11 and 18 players in football competitions 7 and 5.

5.1.3 - The game sheet must be delivered to the table, at least 15 min before each game.

5.1.4 - The number in the sweatshirts of each player will be the same as each player has on the 
game sheet.

5.1.5 - All players appearing on the game sheet are deemed to have participated in the game.

5.1.6 - random controls of the lists of participating teams will be held.

5.2 - Players' Equipment:

5.2.1 - The number in the sweatshirts is MANDATORY for all games.



5.2.2 - The number of players in the game sheet must be the same as the numbers in the sweatshirts
on the players.

5.2.3 - All the shirts must be numbered and the numbers correspond to the game sheet.

5.2.4 - The numbers must appear on the back of the shirts.

5.2.5 - Two players can not use the same number in the same game.

5.2.6 - No player can change the number during the same game.

5.2.6.1 - Compliance with this rule will penalize the player with a yellow card and the player must 
leave the game to wear the proper sweater.

5.2.6.2 - The player can only play the game when he or she is properly fitted and with the referee's 
consent.

5.2.7 - If the teams use the same color equipment, will be the team that in the official match 
schedule appear first to exchange equipment.

5.2.8 - Use of shinguard  is MANDATORY in games.

5.3 - Before and after games:

5.3.1 - All teams must be prepared with the field no later than 15 minutes to the start of the game.

5.3.2 - The head of the team will have to make sure that your players are properly secured.

5.3.3 - Teams are accountable for the conduct of their supporters and family during games.

5.3.3.1 - Teams can lose a game if the referee decides to end the game based on verbal violence 
from their families or supporters to the referee.

5.3.3.2 - Teams can be expelled from the tournament in their first incident based on the conduct of 
their relatives or supporters to the referee or to the other team.

5.3.4 - All managers or coaches must immediately after the end of each game, sign the game sheet. 
Failure to do so will lead to an organization of service of the SSC, and do not count for individual end 
awards.

5.4 - Balls:

5.4.1 - In all games will use size 5 balls (football 11) and size 4 (Football 7 and 5 soccer)

6 - ages Control

6.1 - All teams must send the registration form before the tournament starts.

6.2 - The players' age control will be through the list of players previously sent to our organization 
through the following:



6.2.1 - When the Accreditation INFORMATION CENTRAL with delivery, to photocopy, the original 
Federated Cards and / or identification documents.

6.2.2 - After performing the control successfully ages, each team receives the participant cards, 
which must be duly completed.

6.2.3 - Participant cards must necessarily be used during all  tournament.

6.2.4 - If a player loses their card must go to INFORMATION CENTRAL to perform once again the old 
control before the next match is played.

6.2.5 - The player will not be allowed to participate in the next game without the membership card.

6.2.6 - Teams only need to present the game sheet for the games and are not required identification
documents.

6.2.7 - Those responsible must be present and present the identification of registered players in the 
registration form.

6.2.8 - Players do not need to be present in accreditation.

6.2.9 - Valid documents are:

 - To accept the Portuguese teams player card football association to which they belong or the 
Citizen Card.

 - For foreign teams we accept only identification possessing players of a valid ID (legal card of a 
government institution and plastic). This card must have the full name, photograph, identification 
number and date of birth. This document must always be present with the player passport. Players 
who travel to countries where there is no obligation to present a passport to enter Portugal, the 
organization only need a valid ID card (legal card of a government institution and plastic).

6.2.10 - In every enclosure sports, and before each game, can be made the control of ages, through 
the copies of identification documents

6.3 - All teams must be prepared to start the game at least 15 minutes before the start of the game. 
This time will be used to confirm the age of the players with the responsible table or arbitrators.

6.4 - teams that do not present a 15-minute game sheet before the start of the game can be 
assigned a no-show to them.

6.5 - teams that have players that do not appear on the entry form can be excluded from the 
tournament.

6.6 - If the same club competition with two teams in the same category, players of these teams can 
not change teams.

7 - Game Program

7.1 - The organization has the right to change groups, times and playground.



7.2 - In case of changes the teams will be duly informed.

 8 - Match Cards

8.1 - All referees are members of a Football Association - Board of Arbitration.

8.2 - All football games have 11 assistant referees.

8.3 - The Committee on refereeing during the tournament will be available in INFORMATION 
CENTRAL. If you have any comments or suggestion will be always welcome.

8.4 - In addition to the YELLOW and RED card will be used in Sesimbra Summer Cup WHITE CARD.

8.5 - WHITE CARD proposes, on the part of an athlete, agent or team attitudes of fair play, respect 
and values.

8.6 - The fair play trophy (for group and large prize) will be awarded depending on the number of 
yellow cards, red and white (or red sports agent expulsion - 5pts, Yellow - 1 pts, White - (-5pts);

 9 - Tournament Organizing Committee

9.1 - The Organizing Committee deals with protests, unforeseen situations and punishments.

9.1.1 - All situations that occur are always analyzed according to the "Fair Play".

9.2 - CO decisions have no recourse.

10 - Protests and Punishment

10.1 - All protests must be made in writing by the head of the team and delivered to the Organizing 
Committee within 90 minutes after the end of the game.

10.2 - Protests must be delivered in INFORMATION CENTRAL.

10.3 - be paid a protest fee of 70 €. This fee will only be returned if the protest has favorably 
Decision

10.4 - Protests based on arbitration decisions are not accepted.

10.5 - Suspensions and Punishment:

10.5.1 - Any player who receives a red card is automatically suspended from participation in the next
game.

10.5.2 - The Organizing Committee of the tournament can decide on the suspension will be for more
than one game in the event of a direct red card.

10.5.3 - Only if a player is suspended for more than a game it is that this information will be given in 
writing.

10.5.4 - Yellow cards are not accumulated.



10.5.5 - serious infringements will be reported to the relevant countries football federations.

10.5.6 - If a player is suspended play a game, the team of that player suspended  automatically loses 
the game 3-0.

11 - Fault Attendance

11.1 - If a team does not attend a game without a valid reason, will be assigned to that team a 
defeat 3-0.

11.2 - If a team repeatedly fails to appear in the games, the team concerned will be excluded from 
the tournament.

11.2.1 - In special cases, the CO of the tournament may decide to exclude a team on the first 
offense, to find facts that the infringement was deliberate for self benefit and unfair to another 
team in the group.

11.3 - If a game is stopped for some reason and can not be played to completion, the CO will decide 
on the following alternatives:

11.3.1 - If the game has to be repeated from the beginning.

11.3.2 - If the game will be restarted from the minute we left off.

11.3.3 - If the result at the time of interruption will be decided as the final result.

11.3.4 - If one team wins 3-0.

11.3.5 - If both teams lose by 0-3

12 - Rules of Conduct

12.1 - General:

12.1.1 - The leaders of the teams indicated in the list of participants, are responsible for the behavior
of its players in case of damage caused to sports facilities, changing rooms, hotels, schools, transport
and other facilities.

12.1.2 - The silence must be respected in the accommodations between 00: 00h and 08: 00h.

12.1.3 - The meal times should be respected. Teams can lose their meals if they arrive out of time.

12.1.4 - It is forbidden to travel on any transport of non shirt.

12.1.5 - It is forbidden to walk without shirt inside the accommodations.

12.1.6 - The consumption of alcohol is strictly forbidden in schools.

12.1.7 - Violation of any of these rules by any player, coach or leader can be grounds for expulsion 
from the tournament.

12.1.8 - Before the departure of the tournament, teams have to clean their rooms sleeping.



12.2 - To prevent fire:

12.2.1 - Smoking is forbidden in schools.

12.2.2 - It is forbidden to cook (Coffee) on the premises and corridors.

12.2.3 - It is prohibited to place flammable materials in the corridors, or move the tables and chairs 
etc.

12.2.4 - Please note that the doors between the corridors and stairs should be closed.

12.2.5 - Ignoring these rules will be reviewed by the tournament organization and may result in the 
exclusion of the tournament and accommodations

13 - Insurance and Responsability

Each player must have medical insurance. Make sure that all your players are insured both on and 
off the pitch (federated athletes who compete the tournament by the club to which have 
membership are automatically insured up to June 30) The Sesimbra Summer Cup has no group 
insurance protecting participants in case of injury, illness, theft or damage to property and is not 
responsible in any way for accidents, damages or economic losses that may arise in the event of war,
warlike events, civil war, revolution or civil unrest, or because of the authorities' actions, strikes, 
blockades or similar events. Participants from countries that have no medical insurance agreement 
with Portugal must have a personal medical insurance. They can be delivered, insurance 
replacement, Claims Responsibility of parents.

 

14 - Authorizations for participation in Sesimbra Summer Cup

All foreign teams must apply to their football associations to send an authorization letter to the 
Portuguese Football Federation to take part in the tournament. In countries where football is 
organized by football schools, the organization also provides for participation of teams of these 
countries affiliated soccer schools, and in these cases only need to send a letter of authorization 
from the club.

Portuguese Football Federation - Contact: e-mail: info@fpf.pt - Fax: 351 213 252 780.

Sesimbra Summer Cup - Contact: sesimbracup@jf-castelo.pt

15 - Water for games

The organization of Sesimbra Summer Cup will give the head of each team before the 1st daily 
game, a pallet waters, juices and cakes.

 16 - Dressing

Some sports complexes may have insufficient changing rooms, and some are small. Therefore, and 
due to the high number of teams, each team may have to share dressing rooms, so the organization 
is not responsible for any belongings and property of every team.

mailto:sesimbracup@jf-castelo.pt


17 - Awards and offers

The organization individually guarantees the following offers:

Tshirt

Cap

Medal

More offers

Prizes up for grabs are:

Premium Classification - 1st to 4th place 

Fair-play award for ranking

Award best player, by category (voting done by the coaches)

Top scorer award for ranking

Award for winning coach, by ranking

Prize for best tournament coach

Special premium FAIR-PLAY, the entire tournament

In Beach Soccer circuit:

Classification premium for the first 2 of each category

Best player in the Beach Soccer circuit

 20 - Organization

Junta de Freguesia do Castelo, Grupo Desportivo Sesimbra, Grupo desportivo de Alfarim, ACRUT 
Zambujalense and Quinta do Conde Development Association.


